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Why care?

Everyone is unique, our personalities, our preferences and how we perceive 
and receive is different. A one-size-fits-all kind of education is outdated. 

With the use of technology, education can now be transformed and tailored 
to suit the vast needs of different types of students. 



Initial Hypothesis
Traditional stand-and-deliver lectures have been unchanged for centuries. We initially thought that the 
reason lectures were not effective because of:

- Unengaging delivery

- No added value of being physically present

- Incomprehensible elaborations

- Bad slides  

- No interaction between lecturers and students



Design Goals

1. Increased interactions between lecturers and students

2. Should add value to the student’s lecture experience



Research Process

Observations

Surveys Interviews



Preliminary findings from P2
1. First impression counts

2. Live lectures > webcasts

3. Engage me 

4. Communication is key, both vocally and visually

5. Lectures are social experiences



Ideation Process: 

What if?
+RBT



Initial ideas

Lecture builder

What if all the resources you need for 
slides are found in one place?



Note collaborator

What if there were lesser notes than 
students in a module?

Initial ideas



Live Indicator

What if there was a way to signal your 
understanding of the lecture?

Initial ideas



Gamification of lecture

What if lectures were conducted like 
at Hogwarts?

Initial ideas



Criterias 

1. Size of target group
2. Impact of application
3. Ease of 

implementation
4. Effectiveness?

Size of 
target group

Impact of 
app

Ease of 
implementation

Effectiveness 
of app



App Matrix

Ease of 
implementation

Effectiveness of app



App Matrix

Ease of 
implementation

Effectiveness of app



Medium Fidelity prototypes

Development



Concept Testing
More photos of 
user testing

Dr Cindy Ng - Physics LecturerStudent friends



Reception of ideas

Lecture 
builder

Live 
Indicator



Lecture 
builder

Live 
Indicator

Reception of ideas



Double up on benefits

Asking questions not only help students clarify doubts, it serves as 
a form of data to be tracked and used in multiple ways

Digging deeper: Questions



PDF
Evernote
Preview

Edit 
powerpoint

Blank page
Annotating 

printed 
notes

Voice 
memo

Pictures

Digging deeper: Note taking



Evernote OneNote Mac Preview Adobe PDF

Notebooks, Tags Real time note collab Sidebar with view options Sidebar with view options

Cannot resize pics? Annoying 
And can only annotate from 

web clipper

Can freely annotate on pics 
with stylus 

Can either highlight, add a 
hidden note

Can either highlight, add a 
hidden note or add a hidden 

note to the highlight 

Can insert almost any kind of 
file (Linked to gdrive) Can arrange pics around? Can directly change note 

from sidebar
Able to bookmark specific 

areas of the slides

Like word doc, but adds value 
to other areas (Sharing, ease 

of adding info)
OneNote class notebook: Clicking on sidebar part 

brings you to the position.
Clicking on the bookmark 
brings you to its position

Available over many platforms, anytime anywhere
Can delete notes from 

sidebar, but does not show 
full long highlights





Notes



Questions



Statistics



VIDEO



Final Takeaways + Refined Goals

More interactive 
lecture experience

Integrated way of 
taking notes 

Adding value to 
post-lecture 
experience
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